Fire in the clouds: How changing land use shaped an Andean biodiversity hotspot
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ABSTRACT

Past land use, particularly fire, affects modern tropical forests. Charcoal from lake sediments is commonly used to estimate past fire parameters such as burn severity and frequency, but fire intensity also plays a major role in shaping vegetation and vegetation change. Past fire intensity has remained elusive using common paleoecological approaches. We present a new approach to reconstruct past fire (pyrolysis) temperature, a metric of fire intensity, and reveal how human fire use changed and shaped biodiverse Andean montane forests over the last 2100 years. We use spectra obtained from micro-Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) of individual charcoal particles recovered from the sediments of Lagua de los Condores (Peru) to characterize its chemical composition. We then compare the spectra generated from the sedimentary charcoal fragments with a modern reference dataset to infer the pyrolysis temperature at which they were formed. Reconstructed maximum pyrolysis temperature varied with changes in land use and changes in precipitation. Mid-temperature fires (500–600 °C) dominated the record, and co-occurred with maize cultivation. After 1200 CE the Chachapoya people, referred to as cloud warriors by the Incas, started to use the site for ceremonial purposes as the climate got wetter. We demonstrate a concomitant change in the complete fire regime with fires becoming less severe, less frequent and burning at a lower temperature after this transition. This change in land use resulted in the first forest recovery in 2000 years, which was mainly composed of species with low bark thickness, a trait of fire sensitivity. Our reconstruction of pyrolysis temperature demonstrates that the analysis of fire severity, frequency, and our added metric of intensity, is needed to understand the drivers of past vegetation change.

1. Introduction

The montane forests of the Andes harbor immense biodiversity and endemism and have had a long history of human alteration (White, 2013). Increased fire activity and megafaunal extinction have been attributable to humans since their arrival 14,000 years ago (White, 2013; Bush et al., 2022). Fire in the Andes was, and remains, an important means of clearing vegetation and improving pasture land (Sarmiento, 2012; Bush et al., 2022; Sales et al., 2022). On the eastern Andean flank at about 2500 m a.s.l. (meters above sea level), fire has been shown to be mostly absent for the last 30,000 years, but has increased during the last 4000 years (McMichael et al., 2021). Fire has been primarily anthropogenic in origin over the last 4000 years, a time which has been relatively wet (above 3200 mm annually) on the eastern Andean flank of Ecuador and Peru (Van Breukelen et al., 2008; Kanner et al., 2013).

In the diverse Andean montane forests, fire can lead to lasting changes in forest structure and composition (Young and Leon, 2007; Oliveras et al., 2014, 2018). Three important components of the fire regime that drive vegetation responses include: (i) frequency (the number of fire events per unit of time), (ii) severity (the amount of biomass consumed), and (iii) intensity (strictly the energy released by a fire event per unit time, but often characterized as fire temperature) (Keeley, 2009). In the wet Peruvian montane forests, modern mean...
annual precipitation reaches 4000 mm, and fires are almost always caused by intentional human action (Sarmiento, 2002; Feeley and Silman, 2016; Zapata-Ríos et al., 2021). People use fire to clear forests and control the timber line (Feeley and Silman, 2010; Rehm and Feeley, 2015), with occasional accidental fire escapes (e.g., from cooking or land clearing fires) (Morton et al., 2013). These forests generally contain high fuel loads, and ignitions can result in high intensity (>500 °C temperature) fires (Cochrane, 2003). In these forests, high-temperature fires have the potential to fatally damage root systems and the above ground structures of all growth stages of trees (DeBano et al., 1998; Kennard and Gholz, 2001; Gould et al., 2002; Kennard et al., 2002). Conversely, lower temperatures (<500 °C) fires, such as those used to maintain open areas or in slash-and-burn cultivation (Melquiades and Thomaz, 2016; Thomaz, 2017), have limited lasting effects. Seed pods and deep roots are not destroyed and soil chemistry is not significantly altered (DeBano et al., 1998; Kennard and Gholz, 2001; Gould et al., 2002; Kennard et al., 2002; Balch et al., 2015; Brando et al., 2016).

Reconstructing the way in which people used fire in the past to manage landscapes is limited by an inability to parameterize the different aspects of past fire regimes. Charcoal recovered from sedimentary deposits allows estimations of past fire frequency and severity (Byrne et al., 1977; Winkler, 1985; Patterson et al., 1987; Clark, 1988; Whitlock and Larsen, 2002; Brown et al., 2005; Scott, 2010), but recent work based on laboratory burnings has shown that the spectral properties of charcoal fragments can also be used to estimate pyrolysis temperature (Gosling et al., 2019; Constantine IV et al., 2021; Maezumi et al., 2021). Here we apply Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy to estimate the pyrolysis temperature of sedimentary charcoal, and parameterize the three components of fire regimes in the hyperdiverse Andean montane forests. We show that all fires are not equal, and demonstrate how metrics of fire intensity (hereafter pyrolysis temperature) alongside metrics of fire severity and frequency can provide new insights into how the Chachapoya people (referred to as cloud warriors by the Incas) used fire to manipulate Andean montane forests over the last 2000 years.

Laguna de los Condores, located in the montane forests of Peru (Fig. 1), was occupied by humans for at least the last 2100 years (Åkesson et al., 2019). Agricultural activity (based on Zea mays pollen) and fire occurrences (based on sedimentary charcoal) were present around the lake throughout the whole period (Åkesson et al., 2019). From c. 800 years ago (1200 CE) until 1550 CE, 31 human burial sites built into high rocky cliffs around Laguna de los Condores indicated that the site was used as a mausoleum by the Chachapoya and the Incan cultures (Von Hagen and Guillén, 1998; von Hagen, 2002; Wild et al., 2007; Åkesson et al., 2019). Here we combine charcoal surface area measurements (a metric of fire severity) and the occurrence of charcoal fragments per unit time (a metric of fire frequency) (Åkesson et al., 2019) with estimates of past fire intensity derived from comparing the spectral properties of the recovered charcoal fragments with a database of spectra based on known pyrolysis temperatures (Gosling et al., 2019; Maezumi et al., 2021) to present a multi-dimensional, multi-millennial, reconstruction of fire regime changes in this Andean biodiversity and cultural diversity hotspot.

2. Methods

2.1. Site description

Laguna de los Condores (6° 51’ 03.02’’ S, 77° 41’ 43.28’’ W) is located at 2860 m above sea level in a deep, forested valley on the eastern flank of the Peruvian Andes. The 60-m deep lake is about 2300 m long and 700 m wide and is dammed by a terminal moraine that indicated the lake was formed during deglaciation 16,000–14,000 years ago (Stansell et al., 2013). The northern shoreline of the deep black waters of lake is formed by a steep, shaded, glacial lateral moraine, while the southern (north-facing) shore is formed by sunny 100 m-high white cliffs. The lake is fed by small inlet streams draining rainwater from the valley.

The valley surrounding Laguna de los Condores contains remnant montane forests rich in Araliaceae, Ericaceae, Hedyosmum, Lauraceae, Melastomataceae, Rubiaceae, Urticaceae and Weinmannia. The area outside the lake basin, at the north facing slopes of the northern moraine, are grassy pastures (Fig. 1). Today, the valley is uninhabited and the nearest village (Leymebamba) is located c. 19 km to the northwest. The mean annual temperature ranges from 12 to 17 °C, and mean annual precipitation is 3200–4000 mm (Hijmans et al., 2005), with the peak of the wet season occurring between November and April (Garreaud et al., 2009).

A mausoleum containing more than 200 mummy bundles and archaeological artefacts from the Chachapoya and Incan periods was found in the high cliffs and ledges surrounding Laguna de los Condores.

Fig. 1. A) Laguna de los Condores, which has a 2100-year history of fire, maize cultivation, forest clearing, and mausoleum construction (Von Hagen and Guillén, 1998; von Hagen, 2002; Wild et al., 2007; Åkesson et al., 2019). B) Map of Peru showing the location of Laguna de los Condores (star), and the location of a 2300-year reconstruction of precipitation at Lake Pomacochas (triangle). C) Photo of the cliffs that house the mausoleum. Photo by Mark Bush.
numerous circular stone structures; the remains of Llaqtacocha, a late
from 1160
chochoyos took place both before and during Incan conquest, ranging
(Von Hagen and Guillén, 1998; von Hagen, 2002) (Fig. 1). A total of 31
radiocarbon dates showed that the occupation of the area by the Cha-
chapoyas took place both before and during Incan conquest, ranging
from 1160 –1530 CE (Guillén, 2003; Wild et al., 2007; Cherkinsky and
Urton, 2014). On the north facing slopes of the moraine there were
numerous circular stone structures; the remains of Llaqtacocha, a late
Chachapoya village, was dated from 1200 –1550 CE (von Hagen, 2002).
Using fossil pollen, macrocarcoal (>180 µm), diatom, and sediment
chemistry data, a high-resolution palaeoecological reconstruction of the
vegetation around Laguna de los Condores showed the expansion of pre-
Columbian maize agriculture during dry times and reforestation during
wet periods over the last 2100 years (Matthews-Bird et al., 2017; 
Åkesson et al., 2019). About 1200 CE, land use in the valley appeared to
shift from maize cultivation and regular burning of the forest to mummy
interment. The burial phase coincided with forest regrowth and reduced
charcoal abundances (Åkesson et al., 2019). The present study analyzed
the macrocarcoal particles collected during this previous palaeo-
ecological reconstruction (Åkesson et al., 2019) to evaluate how
charcoal pyrolysis temperature related to changing land use.

2.2. Laboratory analysis

The published chronology of the 184 cm sediment record was based
11 radiocarbon (14C) dates and is shown in Supplementary Data 01,
Table 3 (Matthews-Bird et al., 2017; Åkesson et al., 2019). The
age-depth model (Fig. S1) was constructed in (R Core Team, 2023) with
the Bacon function of the ‘bacon’ package (Blauuw and Christen, 2011),
using the IntCal13 calibration curve (Hogg et al., 2013). According to
this chronology, each 1 cm sample represented c. 6–18 years of sediment
deposition.

Of the 184 samples studied, 151 contained at least three charcoal
fragments larger than 0.2 mm. Those 151 fragments were analyzed using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) to estimate the likely
pyrolysis temperature (Gosling et al., 2019). For each of the 151
samples, 3 to 12 individual charcoal fragments were analyzed
(depending on the amount available for the sample), totaling 805
wavelength measurements (Supplementary Data 1). The measured
wavelengths (spectra) of each charcoal fragment were compared with a
database of reference charcoal spectra (e.g. FTIR measurements derived
from known plant species that were burned at known temperatures in the
laboratory, Supplementary Data 2). In the reference database, each
plant fragment was burned at known temperatures in 100 °C intervals
ranging from 200 °C to 700 °C (Gosling et al., 2019; Maezumi et al.,
2021). In total, all the charcoal fragments analyzed from Laguna de los
Condores (N = 805) were compared with a reference database con-
taining 1262 samples.

2.3. Data analysis

Modern analog matching (Simpson, 2012) was used to estimate the likely
pyrolysis temperature for each charcoal fragment analyzed using
FTIR methods. Analog matching uses Euclidean distances to assign
‘analog’ from the reference database to each fragment analyzed from
Laguna de los Condores. We used a 10% dissimilarity threshold to
identify analogs for each sample, and the number of fragments with
analog per sample ranged from 0 to 6 fragments. An estimated tem-
perature for each charcoal fragment was assigned based on the most
frequent (modal) value of known temperatures from the set of identified
analog. For visual display of estimated likely pyrolysis temperatures, we
grouped the estimates into high-temperatures (600–1000 °C),
mid-temperatures (400–500 °C), and low-temperatures (200–300 °C).
We showed the proportion of fragments identified as such for each depth
interval and relative to the surface area of charcoal fragments. Thus, the
FTIR spectra for each depth interval was expressed as the proportion of
fragments representing each of these ranges (high, mid, and low
temperatures).

To evaluate the vegetation response to changes in fire regime, the
pyrolysis temperature proportions were compared with the summed
percentages of pollen from forest and open ground environments
(Åkesson et al., 2019) and with measures pollen diversity (species
richness and Hill Nj, Hill (1973)). We also assessed shifts in bark
thickness (a proxy for fire sensitivity) in relation to changing fire re-
gimes. The pollen assemblages were divided into taxa with maximum
bark thickness below 5 mm, representing fire sensitive species, and
above 5 mm, representing fire resistant species (Pausas, 2015; Archibald
et al., 2018). Information on bark thickness was extracted from the TRY
Plant Trait Database (Kattge et al., 2011; Fraser, 2020), and specialized
studies (Silva-Matos et al., 2005; Lawes et al., 2013; Poorter et al., 2014;
Kitzberger et al., 2016; Potts et al., 2022). Only trait data derived from
humid tropical South American forests were used (Supplementary Data
1, Tables 4 and 5). To estimate the correlation between fire severity
(charcoal area) and fire intensity (pyrolysis temperature), we used a
Spearman Rank correlation test.

3. Results

Of the 151 sedimentary samples from which charcoal was recovered, 
145 samples (95%) had at least one fragment with a matching analog in
the reference database, and 146 samples (96%) had at least one frag-
ment that could not be confidently matched to the reference spectra
(thereafter called non-analog fragments). Out of the 145 samples with
analog, 62 samples contained 87 fragments that could be confidently
matched (within 10% dissimilarity threshold) to reference spectra ob-
tained from charcoal pyrolysed at low temperatures (200–300 °C), while
110 samples contained 186 fragments that matched with mid-
temperature pyrolysis temperatures (400–500 °C), and 59 samples
contained 81 fragments matched to high temperature pyrolysis tem-
peratures (>600 °C) (Supplementary Data 1, Table 2, Fig. S2). The
remaining 451 fragments had at least one measurement defined as non-
analog.

Most samples with identified temperature analogs contained a mix of
charcoals pyrolyzed at low-, mid-, and high-temperatures (Fig. 2).
Thirty samples, however, contained all low temperature analogs, 41
samples contained entirely mid temperature analogs, and nine samples
contained entirely high temperature analogs (Supplementary Data 1,
Table 2). The relative proportions of charcoal pyrolysis temperatures
changed from primarily mid- and high-temperature charcoals in sedi-
ments prior to 1200 CE, to primarily low- and mid-temperature char-
coals after 1200 CE (Fig. 2). Charcoal abundance (surface areas) and
frequency (number of samples with charcoal per 100 years) was also
higher in the period before 1200 CE (Åkesson et al., 2019) (Fig. 2). In 13
out of the 153 samples (8%), none of the fragments analyzed could be
confidently matched to a reference spectrum. The number of fragments
that could not confidently be matched to any of the reference spectra
(non-analogs) per sample were not significantly correlated with char-
coal abundance (Fig. S4). There was also no correlation between char-
coal abundance and the proportion of low-, mid-, or high-temperature
charcoals within samples(Fig S5).

From the onset of the record until 1200 CE, the fossil pollen assem-
blages contained higher abundances of open ground taxa (15–55%) and
increased maize frequency compared with more recent sections of the
record (Fig. 2). After 1200 CE, forest pollen taxa increased in abundance,
reaching >80% of the pollen sum, and maize frequency decreased. A
verage pollen richness was 29 morphotypes per sample prior to 1200
CE, at which point the average increased to 31 morphotypes per sample.
The Hill Nj values were also lower prior to 1200 CE and increased af-
terwards (11.4 and 12.9, respectively). Bark thickness traits also shifted
around 1200 CE. Samples prior to 1200 CE contained higher abundances
of taxa with thicker bark (>5 mm). The increase in forest taxa after 1200
CE included increases in taxa with bark thickness below 5 mm (mostly
Moraceae and Weinmannia, see Supplementary Data 1, Tables 4 and 5).
4. Discussion

Our FTIR analysis of charcoal fragments at Laguna de los Condores yielded significant insights into how the synergy of pyrolysis temperatures (fire intensity), fire severity, and fire frequency affect vegetation and shape various ecological responses to land use and climate (Fig. 2, Supplementary Data 1, Table 2.). Many of the charcoal fragments that we analyzed, however, had no analogs, (i.e., were unable to be assigned to a pyrolysis temperature based on the 10% similarity threshold). The non-analogs could be a product of four potential confounding factors: (i) Limitations with the reference dataset in terms of temperature range. Crown fires are known to exceed 1300 °C (Butler et al., 2004; Silvani and Morandini, 2009; Morandini and Silvani, 2010; Cruz et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2018), with charcoal formation occurring up to c. 900 °C (Scott and Glasspool, 2005). Because ashing occurred above 800 °C when generating reference material, no spectra could be generated for these higher temperatures (Gosling et al., 2019; Maezumi et al., 2021). Consequently, it is not currently possible to estimate these higher pyrolysis temperatures. (ii) Limitations with the reference dataset in terms of species composition. Only nine plant species are included in our reference database (Gosling et al., 2019), and though these plant species share the physical (structural) and physiological (e.g. lignin content and configuration) characteristics of Andean plants, they do not comprise the wide range of possible plant traits found within the forest. (iii) Potential post-formation alteration of charcoal. Charcoal can also undergo diagenic processes, resulting in changes to its physicochemical properties (Sigmund et al., 2018) and consequently its wavelength spectra. Although charcoal fragments obtained from lake sediments are deposited into anoxic conditions that would hinder the degradation process, reworked charcoal could go through physicochemical changes prior to sedimentary deposition. And (iv) possibility of charcoal misidentification. In sedimentary records, charcoal is identified based on its color.

Fig. 2. Reconstruction of past fire regime at Laguna de los Condores (Peru) over the last 2100 years. Fire severity is estimated by charcoal abundance (surface area: mm²/cm³) (Åkesson et al., 2019). Fire frequency is the number of samples containing (black) and lacking (brown) charcoal in a 100-year interval. The number of non-analog particles (grey) is shown in relation to number of charcoal fragments analyzed per sample (purple). Fire intensity is the proportion of charcoal particles pyrolysed at low- (blue), mid- (orange) and high- (red) temperatures per sample. The probable age range of dated mummies is shown with a red line and maize occurrence as orange triangles (Åkesson et al., 2019). Vegetation change is represented by total proportion of forest pollen taxa (green) and open ground pollen taxa (yellow) documented by pollen analysis of the sediments (Åkesson et al., 2019). The sum of forest pollen is divided between species with maximum bark thickness below 5 mm (dark green), representing taxa sensitive to fire, and above 5 mm (light green), representing taxa resistant to fire. Local climate, based on isotopic data from Lake Pumacocha (Bird et al., 2011), indicates the transition from dry (pink) to wet (blue) conditions. Grey bars highlight drought events identified by high ratios of calcium/titanium within the Laguna de Condores record (Åkesson et al., 2019). Dark grey line shows the approximated period in which Wari expansion began. Drawings by Majoi N. Nascimento based on photos of mummies and artefacts.
de los Condores (Fig. 2). The area around Condores has been cultivated independently observed changes in land use and climate around Laguna de los Condores (Fig. 2). These changes are related to the availability of charcoal. The area around Condores has been cultivated for maize (and potentially other crops) during the last 2100 years, though at changing magnitudes and frequencies over this period (Åkesson et al., 2019). Slash-and-burn cultivation was (and still is) commonly practiced in the region (Carneiro, 1961; Arroyo-Kalin, 2012), and includes land clearance combined with a short-term release of nutrients that promotes crop growth (Carneiro, 1960; Gafur et al., 2000; Bender Koch et al., 2005). Often, the cleared land is used for 2–5 years and then left uncultivated for periods ranging from 3 to 20 years (Brady, 1996; Borggaard et al., 2003). Slash-and-burn fires are known to occur at temperatures averaging 455–484 °C (Melquíades and Thomaz, 2016). The dominance of mid-temperature fires (400–500 °C) and co-occurrence of maize pollen throughout the record shows that our FTIR analysis can likely detect mid-temperature slash-and-burn types of fire (Fig. 2). When combined with other proxies, it is also possible that the dominance of mid-temperature fires can indicate cultivation of crops not detectable with pollen or phytoliths (i.e., potatoes).

Maize cultivation (based on pollen evidence) was more frequent from the onset of the record until 1200 CE, coinciding with higher amounts and frequencies of macrocharcoal, and alongside higher pyrolysis temperatures (Fig. 2). These data suggest that both deforestation and cultivation were occurring for a 900-year period, as high-temperature fires (>600 °C) are typically a result of intentional forest clearing. Increased forest clearing during this time is also supported by the higher amounts of disturbance and open ground taxa and lower amounts of overall forest taxa found in the pollen record (Fig. 2) (Åkesson et al., 2019). The multi-proxy data suggest that human populations around the lake continued to grow and thus land use expanded or intensified from -100 to 800 CE. This strengthened period of land use was also occurring during a period when regional climate was drier (Åkesson et al., 2019). From 800 to 1200 CE, a transitional period was marked by the decrease in maize cultivation, fire intensity and forest clearance (Fig. 2).

Pyrolysis temperature is a component of fire intensity, which is regulated by fuel and moisture availability (Pompe and Vines, 1966; Sikkinke and Reane, 2012). At Laguna de los Condores, some of the high-intensity fires aligned with or preceded strong drought events previously identified by peaks of Ca/Ti and carbonate deposition (pink bars in Fig. 2) (Åkesson et al., 2019). Increases in Ca/Ti ratio and carbonate deposition would have occurred as the hydrological balance of the lake became dominated by evaporation (Haberzettl et al., 2007; Kylander et al., 2013), indicating a lowered lake level. Although this alignment is absent for some samples, it is possible that in some cases dry events started exerting their effects on terrestrial environments and facilitating fire decades earlier than prolonged droughts affected lake level. One of these peaks in high-intensity fires (from c. 650 CE to 820 CE) also coincided with the expansion of the Wari Empire (Schreiber, 2001; Tung, 2007; Watanabe et al., 2016). Laguna de los Condores is located at about 28 km north of a Wari territory, but the lack of dated Wari material does not permit direct causality of these high pyrolysis temperatures (Schreiber, 2001). Regardless of the source, this peak in high-intensity fires resulted in the highest amount of forest clearance and increase in open ground vegetation documented in the last 2100 years (Fig. 2).

At Laguna de los Condores, the increase in precipitation that occurred after c. 1200 CE was accompanied by a change in land use. Fire severity, frequency and intensity (pyrolysis temperatures) decreased alongside the transition to a wetter climate (Fig. 2). Low temperature fires (<500 °C) have typically been associated with the clearing of forest understories or maintenance of open ground (Kennard, 2002). These low intensity fires combined with decreased levels of slash-and-burn cultivation (mid-temperature pyrolysis), continued around the site from 1200 CE until the late 1950s (Fig. 2). During this period, many forests that were previously opened began to recover and biodiversity (based on pollen morphotypes) increased. Regrowing forests contained higher abundances of species with low bark thickness (below 5 mm), a trait that indicates sensitivity to fire (Poore et al., 2014; Pausas, 2015; Archibald et al., 2018). Around 1450 CE, the Chauchapoya (Cloud Warriors) changed their use of Laguna de los Condores by building a mausoleum in the cliff and using the site for ceremonial purposes (Guillen, 2003; Wild et al., 2007; Cherkinsky and Urton, 2014). The maize cultivated during this period may have been for ceremonial rather than everyday use, similarly to what has been documented at Machu Picchu, c. 900 km away (Burger and Salazar, 2004; Reinhard, 2007).

Though we expected fire severity to be correlated with pyrolysis temperature, our results show that both low temperature and high temperature pyrolysis can produce high (or low) amounts of charcoal (Fig. S1). We likely missed the original high-temperature fires associated with the start of forest clearance, as the record already shows high levels of burning and forest opening at its onset c. 2100 years ago. Thus, the higher charcoal amounts documented before 1200 CE may not be the most intense in the duration of human occupation around the lake. Alternatively, it is possible that, due to the high local precipitation levels, the region was too wet to produce a strong signal of the onset of deforestation, even during periods of drier climate (Bird et al., 2011; Åkesson et al., 2019).

It has often been assumed that higher amounts of charcoal (fire severity) result in a greater ecological or vegetation response. A lack of correlation between charcoal amounts and ecological responses, as seen in pollen data (Millsbaugh et al., 2000; Gavin, 2001) can thus be at least partially explained by the lack of data on fire intensity (pyrolysis temperature). Here we have provided a comprehensive assessment of the past fire regime at Laguna de los Condores and show that the corresponding ecological response is dependent on all parameters of fire, including fire severity, frequency and intensity. Our work can be used as a template for future paleoecological studies in any geographic region. The FTIR-based methodology of estimating pyrolysis temperatures has the potential to help paleoecological studies to differentiate between past fires caused by humans practicing slash-and-burn cultivation (burned <500 °C), and non-human ignited fires, especially in dry regions where fire is a natural component of the landscape.

Our reconstruction of fire pyrolysis temperatures at Laguna de los Condores demonstrates that while charcoal area measurements provide insight into past frequency and amount of biomass consumed, additional measurements of pyrolysis temperature (fire intensity) are needed to understand the way people managed past landscapes and the way landscapes changed through time.
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